The Knesset is the parliament of Israel. (Wikimedia Commons)

HE modern state of Israel was declared in Tel Aviv on the 14th May
1948, and soon afterwards the first
stamps were issued. They all show coins
from the time of the First Jewish Revolt
(66-70 AD) and the Second Jewish Revolt,
which was led by Simon bar Kokhba
(132-135 AD). The name ‘Israel’ appears
in the Declaration of the Establishment

T

of the State of Israel, but when the stamp
designs were being created by Otte
Wallish, apparently the name of the new
state had not been decided and only
DO’AR IVRI in Hebrew appears at the
top of the stamps. It means ‘Hebrew
Post’. At the bottom of the stamps are
Arabic words and the denomination.
The denominations are 3, 5, 10, 15, 20

and 50 mils. (There were 1000 mils to
the pound.) All six stamps appear on a
first-day cover dated 16th May 1948.
(Figure 1) It seems that the Declaration
was made two days earlier than expected. The date in Hebrew appears
prominently in a rectangle on the left.
The year (on the second line) is 5708 in
the Jewish era which began in 3760 BC.

Figure 1 – First-day cover issued in 1948 showing the first stamps of Israel. (Centre for Coins, Culture and Religious History)

Figure 2 – Israel State Gold Medal issued in 1967 for the Jubilee of the Balfour Declaration. Diameter 35 mms.
(Ira & Larry Goldberg Coins & Collectables, Auction 81, Lot 1716)

That was when the universe was created
according to the biblical reckoning. The
Jews were very proud of their long history and their new state after not being
independent for almost two thousand
years.
Previously the region was called
Palestine. This name was derived from
the Philistines who were the adversaries
of the Jews in ancient times. Before 1917
when British and Australian forces captured Palestine it had been part of the
Ottoman Empire. After 1917 the British
forces occupied Palestine, and subsequently the League of Nations agreed

that the British should control it as a
mandate. In 1917 Arthur James Balfour,
the British Foreign Secretary, wrote a
letter to Baron Rothschild, a leader of
the Jews in Britain, in which he expressed support for “the establishment
in Palestine of a national home for the
Jewish people.” It became known as the
Balfour Declaration and it encouraged
many Jews to seek such a homeland. In
1967 on the 50th anniversary of the Balfour Declaration, Israel issued a gold
medallion showing Balfour. (Figure 2)
In 1948 after the terrible events of
World War II in which millions of Jews

died in the Holocaust (Figure 3) the
state of Israel was declared and immediately it was attacked by the surrounding countries, but the Israelis fought
them off and in 1949 an armistice was
signed. In the following years there was
mass migration of Jews to Israel from
Europe and the Middle East. In the 1967
war Israel captured Jerusalem, its ancient capital, and the present situation
is shown in the map in Figure 4.
A unique feature of Israeli stamps is
the information given below the bottom
row of stamps on the sheet. The information on this space is in Hebrew for

Figure 3 – Holocaust Memorial Medal made in Milan in 1952. Bronze. Diameter 59 mms. On the obverse a figure kneels in a field of corpses and
lifts up a tablet on which are written the Ten Commandments. On the reverse hands hold a burning Menorah in a sea of gravestones. Below the
Menorah the Hebrew word means ‘Remember’. (Centre for Coins, Culture and Religious History)

each denomination, and it is called the
tab. (Figure 5) The 3 mil stamp issued
in 1948 shows a coin with a palm tree
with seven branches between baskets of
dates, and it is at the top-left on the
first-day cover in Figure 1. The tab for
it reads Bronze coin from the period of
the Maccabeans or the first revolt with
the coin legend For the redemption of
Zion. In 1948 numismatics was not as
advanced as it is today and we now know
that the coin shown is the reverse of a
coin minted by the Jews in year four of
the first revolt, i.e. 69/70 AD. It is 1367

in David Hendin’s Guide to Biblical
Coins. (Figure 6)
The 5 mil stamp shows a coin with a
vine leaf and it is in the middle of the
top row on the first-day cover in Figure
1. The tab for it reads Bronze coin from
the period of the first revolt with the
coin legend Freedom of Zion. It is the
reverse of a coin minted in year two of
the first revolt, i.e. 67/68 AD. It is Hendin
1360. (Figure 7) Two numbers are given
for the dates because the Jewish year
began in September, not January.
The 10 mil stamp shows a coin with

Figure 4 – Map of modern Israel. (Wikimedia Commons)

an amphora that has a broad rim and
two small handles. The amphora has a
conical lid decorated with tiny globules
around the edge. The tab reads Bronze
coin from the period of the first revolt
with the coin legend Year three. It was
minted in 68/69 AD and is Hendin 1363.
(Figure 8)
The 15 mil stamp shows a coin with a
bunch of grapes. The tab reads Coin from
the period of the second revolt with the
coin legend Year one of the redemption
of Israel. The same name as the new
Jewish state appears on this coin minted
in 132/133 AD. It is Hendin 1380a.
(Figure 9) No wonder this stamp was
included in Israel’s first stamp issue.
The 20 mil stamp shows a coin with a
ritual chalice that has a pearled rim.
The tab reads Silver coin from the second year of the first revolt with the coin
legend Shekel Israel year two. Again the
name ‘Israel’ appears. The coin was
minted in 67/68 AD. It is Hendin 1358.
(Figure 10)
The 50 mil stamp shows a coin with a
lulav, which is a bundle of myrtle and
willow tied around a palm frond. It is
waved around during Sukkot, the Jewish
festival of booths. On the left is an etrog,

Figure 5 – 3-mil stamp with tab.
(Wikimedia Commons)

a type of lemon. The tab reads Coin from
the period of the second revolt with the
coin legend Year one of the redemption of
Israel. Again the name ‘Israel’ appears.
It is a silver coin minted in 132/133 AD
and is Hendin 1373. (Figure 11) Although
the obverse of the coin is not shown on
the stamp it shows the façade of the
Temple in Jerusalem probably as it was
before being destroyed by the Romans
in 70 AD. The Temple on this coin no
doubt referred to the hope that it would
be rebuilt in Jerusalem. Today there are
Jews who still have that hope.
Also in 1948 stamps with higher denom-

inations (250, 500 and 1000 mil) were
issued. (Figure 12) They do not appear
on the first day cover and might have
been issued a little later. They show the
obverse and reverse of a silver shekel
that has a ritual chalice on the obverse
and three pomegranate buds on the reverse. The tab is the same for all three
denominations (Figure 13) and reads
Silver coin from the second year of the
first revolt with the legends Jerusalem
the Holy and Shekel Israel year two for
the side with the cup. It was minted in
67/68 AD and is Hendin 1358.
To mark the Jewish New Year (Rosh

Figure 6 – Bronze half-unit coin of the first revolt. Diameter 25 mms. On the obverse there is an
etrog (a kind of lemon) between lulavs (bunches of tree fronds) with the legend ‘year 4, half’.
(Heritage Auctions, Auction 3003, Lot 20214)

Hashana) in September 1948 special
stamps were issued showing a clay seal
that was found on the handles of jars
dating from 700-600 BC. On the seal
there is the symbol of a flying scroll.
(Figure 14) Above the wings of the scroll
are archaic Hebrew letters which stand
for lm lk, meaning ‘the king’. On a scroll
below the seal the Hebrew words mean
“Happy holidays.” Above the seal is the
Hebrew word for Israel. This is the first
time that the name ‘Israel’ appears on
stamps (except for its appearance on
some of the ancient coins on the earlier
1948 stamps). On the tab for the flyingscroll stamps (Figure 15) there are
Hebrew words explaining that a tax of
wine and oil was given to the king, and
the wine and oil came in jars made of
clay with this symbol stamped into the
clay.
The significance of the flying scroll
symbol is not obvious, but in the context
of the birth of the state of Israel, the
scroll probably represents the 1948 Declaration. The scroll being on an ancient
seal indicated that the theme of the
Declaration had an ancient origin. In the
book of the prophet Zechariah (5:1-4) he
saw a flying scroll and on it was written
that every thief will be punished and
everyone who swears falsely will be
banished. Zechariah saw eight visions

Figure 7 – Bronze prutah of the first revolt. On the obverse there is an amphora
with the legend ‘year two’. (The New York Sale, Auction 39, Lot 36)

Figure 8 – Bronze prutah of the first revolt. Diameter 16 mms. On the reverse there is a vine leaf
with the legend ‘the freedom of Zion’. (Classical Numismatic Group, Electronic Auction 251, Lot 154)

Figure 9 – Bronze coin of the second revolt. Diameter 18 mms. On the obverse there is a
palm tree with the legend ‘Eleazar the priest’.
The identity of Eleazar is unknown but he
might have been the uncle of Simon bar
Kokhba. (Classical Numismatic Group, Triton
XIX, Lot 308)

altogether and they all refer to the rebuilding of Zion.
In 1949 a second series of six coinstamps was issued. (Figure 16) They all
have ISRAEL in Hebrew at the top

instead of ‘Hebrew Post’. Five of the
stamps have the same images as in
1948 but 3 are in different colours and
all have Hebrew inscriptions on the
right and left. The 20-mil stamp (with a

Figure 12 – 250, 500 and 1000 mil stamps issued in 1948.
(Centre for Coins, Culture and Religious History)
Figure 10 – Silver shekel of the first revolt. On
the reverse there is a sprig of 3 pomegranate
buds with the legend ‘Jerusalem the Holy.’
The significance of the sprig is unknown but
it might represent the high-priest’s staff. (The
New York Sale, Auction 42, Lot 274)

Figure 11 – Silver shekel of the second revolt. On
the obverse there is the façade of theTemple with
the legend ‘Jerusalem’. (Ira & Larry Goldberg
Coins & Collectables, Auction 110, Lot 1697)

Figure 13 – 250-mil stamp with tab. (Wikimedia Commons)

Figure 14 – Six stamps issued in 1948 with a flying scroll on them. (Centre for Coins, Culture and Religious History)

ritual chalice) has been replaced by a
30-pruta stamp showing a coin with a
vessel that has a fluted body and handles. It is a large bronze coin of year
two of the second Jewish revolt, 133/4
AD, and is Hendin 1404. (Figure 17) In
1949 the monetary system was reformed
so that 1000 pruta (plural: prutot)
equalled 1 lira. Therefore the denominations of these stamps are in pruta not mil.

On the left of the 1949 first-day cover
there is a partly unrolled scroll. The
four Hebrew letters at the top of the
scroll derive from a Hebrew root meaning ‘to go up’ or ‘ascend’, and could be
transliterated as ‘Aliyeh’. I am grateful
to Emily Campbell-Ross, Cultural and
Academic Affairs Advisor at the Israeli
Embassy in Canberra, for informing me
that the writing on the scroll is in old

Hebrew and could not be directly translated but it is talking about Jewish people
from all over the world making an Aliyeh
to Israel where they will work in agriculture, receive education, etc. This theme
of returning and working in the land
complements Zechariah’s vision that
dealt with rebuilding Zion.
In 1950 another series of coin-stamps
was issued, and on the envelope in

Figure 15 – Flying-scroll stamp with tab. (Wikimedia Commons)

Figure 18 it is called “The second ISRAEL coins issue with changed inscription and perforation.” The six coins are
the same as in 1949 but the Hebrew inscription on the left of the stamp has 13
characters, not 6 or 8, and at the bottom
there are 15 perforations, not 12. In
Stanley Gibbon’s catalogue Stamps of
the World these stamps are called “3rd
Jewish Coins issue” and twelve denominations are listed. No new coin images
were used because the old images were
just repeated. For example, the coin with
the bunch of grapes appears on the 30
and 60 pr denominations.
In 1954 another series of coin-stamps
was issued (Figure 19) and in Stanley
Gibbon’s catalogue it is called “4th Jewish
Coins issue”. The images on these four
stamps had not appeared before. The 80
pruta stamp is light brown (bistre) and
shows a coin with a lily and a legend in
archaic Hebrew that means ‘Yehonatan
the king’. (Figure 20) It is Hendin 1148.

Yehonatan was the Hasmonean king of
Judaea also known as Alexander Jannaeus (104-76 BC). It is significant that the
name of this Hasmonean ruler appears

on an Israeli stamp, but not the name
of any Herodian ruler (Herod the Great,
Archelaus, Herod Antipas). These Herodian rulers were not popular with the Jews

Figure 17 – Bronze coin of the second revolt. Diameter 32 mms. On the obverse there is the word
‘Jerusalem’ in a wreath. On the reverse there is a vessel with the legend ‘year two of the freedom
of Israel’. (The New York Sale, Auction 39, Lot 119)

Figure 16 – First-day cover issued in 1949. (Centre for Coins, Culture and Religious History)

Figure 18 – Envelope posted on 31st December 1950. On it are six coin-stamps with their tabs. The stamps are slightly different from the 1949
series. At the bottom of the tabs are the dates of the coins. For the top row they are 70-66, and on the bottom row 135-132. Because Hebrew is
read from right to left, Israelis would read the dates as 66-70 and 132-135. (Centre for Coins, Culture and Religious History)

in ancient times. Archelaus was so cruel
that the people asked the Roman emperor Augustus to get rid of him.
In the 1954 series the 95 pruta stamp
shows a coin with three palm branches.
It is a very rare coin that was struck in

year four of the first Jewish revolt,
69/70 AD. (Figure 21) It is Hendin 1366.
The 100 pruta stamp shows a coin with
the façade of the Temple in Jerusalem
and is from year one of the second Jewish revolt, 132/3 AD. (Figure 11) It is

Hendin 1373. The 125 pruta stamp shows
a coin with a lyre and is from the second
Jewish revolt. The Hebrew legend means
“Year two of the freedom of Israel.” (Figure 22) It is Hendin 1383. The lyre would
remind Jewish people of David who

Figure 19 – First-day cover issued in 1954. (Centre for Coins, Culture and Religious History)

Figure 20 – Bronze coin of Alexander Jannaeus (104-76 BC). On the obverse there is a lily with
the Hebrew legend ‘Yehonatan the king’. On the reverse there is an anchor with the Greek legend ‘of King Alexander’. (Ira & Larry Goldberg Coins & Collectables, Auction 117, Lot 2120)

played the lyre to calm the disturbed
mind of King Saul (1 Samuel 16:23) and
is credited with composing many of the
psalms.
Like the first stamps, the first coins of
Israel all show images that were on the
ancient coins. The very first Israeli coin
is an aluminium coin that was issued
on 6th April 1949. It has a denomination
of 25 mil and shows a bunch of grapes
on the obverse (Figure 23). It refers to
the coin from year one of the second
Jewish revolt. (Figure 9) Later in the
year the monetary system was reformed,
and mil was replaced by pruta, but all
the coins in the subsequent series still
refer to the ancient coins. For example,
the image on the ten-pruta coin (Figure
24) refers to the coin from year two of
the second Jewish revolt. (Figure 17)
The images on the ancient Jewish coins
reappeared on the stamps and coins of
modern Israel and played an important
role in its cultural identity.
✩ ✩ ✩

Figure 21 – Silver quarter-shekel of the first revolt. Diameter 15 mms. On the obverse there are
three palm branches with the legend ‘quarter of a sheqel’. On the reverse the Hebrew letter
stands for the number 4. (Heritage Auctions, Auction 3056, Lot 30096)

Figure 22 – Silver coin (called a zuz) of the second revolt. On the obverse there is a bunch of
grapes. On the reverse there is a lyre. (Gemini, LLC, Auction IX, Lot 194)

Figure 24 – Bronze 10-pruta coin of Israel issued in 1949 after April. Diameter 27 mms.
There is an amphora on the obverse, and the
denomination on the reverse. KM 11. (Inasta
Spa, Auction 83, Lot 812)

Figure 23 – Aluminium 25-mil coin of Israel issued in April 1949. Diameter 30 mms. Above the
grapes on the obverse is ‘Israel’ in Hebrew. On the reverse is the denomination. The coin is KM
8. (Stack’s October 2010 Galleries Sale, Lot 1318)
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